
the helmet, which is a typical collision occurrence.
The monorail can test up to four positions: back,
top, and both sides. A “twinrail” machine is simi-
lar except it allows the helmet to be tested by
impacts in more locations, including the chin bar.
Oddly enough, the external finish of the helmet can
make a difference—because any trendy chrome
plating of the shell makes it softer, needing a rein-
forcement to the shell. Even though there are no
legal standards yet for modular or system helmets,
they must pass the same tests standard full-face
helmets do, except for a direct hit upwards from
the bottom of the chin bar. And according to the
HPRL, that type of impact is extremely rare.

Helmets are also tested in terms of penetration
resistance, which tests the rigidity of the shell. In
this test, a cylindrical, conically pointed, 3kg (6.6
lb.) plumb bob-like object is dropped from 3 meters
(almost 10 feet). The sound this impact makes is
shocking. The helmet fails if the penetrator passes
into the liner and punctures the headform. It also
means the ventholes have to be small enough, and
maybe reinforced, to prevent the penetrator pierc-
ing them. Face shields can also be tested but, Hurt
says, they aren’t “much of a problem. Practically
anything made out of good, optical polycarbonate
can pass the test.” In the faceshield test, a far lighter
penetrator is dropped directly on the faceshield.
It’s acceptable if the shield cracks, but if it’s pene-
trated, it fails.

Chinstraps and fasteners are tested by a direct
pull test of 300 lbs. and a “roll-off test” tries to jerk the back of the
helmet forward to see if it will come off the head form. Chinstraps,
though, aren’t usually the problem. When helmets roll off, it’s usu-
ally because they aren’t the right fit. Riders can test their helmets for
fit and chinstrap retention by putting it on, then trying to pull it off
forward and backwards. If it comes even partway off, you need a dif-
ferent helmet because it certainly will come off in a crash.

HPRL also can test to European standards with a special machine
that allows the helmeted headform to bounce around after the test
impact. While such testing may look more severe, Hurt says, it’s
actually less severe, since the helmet bouncing around corresponds
to less direct impact.

Helmet manufacturers, Hurt says, must pay very close attention
to manufacturing quality because the DOT conducts many helmet
tests at independent labs to insure compliance with DOT standards.
DOT doesn’t hesitate to issue non-compliance notices for any crit-
ical failure, in which case the manufacturer must respond immedi-
ately or they have to issue a recall. If the results of the compliance
testing are questionable rather than obvious, they inform the man-
ufacturer, who must promptly provide further documentation of
compliance. 

STUDYING THE ANATOMY OF CRASH STUDIES
Beyond helmets, though, motorcycle safety and crashes are

poorly understood. Hurt passionately believes that’s because many
investigators don’t understand the difference between single-track
and dual-track vehicles and they approach the subject with a car-cen-
tric bias instead of “looking to find what’s there” rather than what
seems to have happened. He used the common example of a bike
“running off the road,” when in reality it may have been forced off
the road for some reason. He insists that investigators also need to
be riders themselves. If they aren’t motorcyclists, they can’t accu-
rately evaluate motorcycle accident cause factors.

To that end, his life work has been to develop a Common Inter-

national Methodology (or OECD) for investigation in cooperation
with Dynamic Research, Inc. (DRI) If it’s followed and doesn’t
exclude something simply because of financial issues or a precon-
ceived agenda, it should produce accurate data. It may be hard for
the uninitiated to appreciate how critical this point is, but just remem-
ber the old saying, “junk in, junk out.” When we visited, this com-
plete OCED methodology had been fully applied for the first time
in what he termed a “genuinely gold-plated” Thailand safety study
sponsored by Honda Research and Development. It took into
account 1,082 motorcycle crashes and took over 2.5 years to do. 

But this kind of research is rare—particularly in the USA. “If
you go looking for data to support your own ideas of motorcycle
accident causation—and this is what NHTSA is doing right now—
you’re going to find the wrong things.” The current emphasis at the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, he says, is their
pre-conceived notion that “older, drinking motorcycle riders on big
bikes” are the problem. Hurt went on, “yeah…but they’re not look-
ing at other vehicle drivers involved in the accidents and that’s a hor-
rible gap and oversight.”

He mentioned that other studies have looked at “characteristics”
of motorcycle operators that make them dangerous. But, he asked,
“compared to what? They aren’t doing any comparison to other
populations.” This faulty approach, he says, leads to self-determin-
ing results.

But, again, perhaps the greatest problem with most of the human
factors research is that most of the researchers don’t know “diddly-
squat about motorcycles.” Investigators, he says, “have the education
and research experience by the bucket, but know nothing about
motorcycles, only what they’ve been told or what they’ve read or seen
on television…and it really puts the blinders on them.” Such pre-con-
ceptions and mis-conceptions can be dangerous and yield erroneous
results, inspiring legislation that seriously affect all riders.

The appalling lack of genuine experience with motorcycles, par-
ticularly in government but even in the industry, who are responsi-
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Helmets are carefully weighed and measured as part of the testing procedure. In this photo,
the chin strap strength-tester and the roll-off test machines are the devices to right. In the
corner is a large pail in which helmets are thoroughly soaked before wet testing. A refrigera-
tor and an oven are also used to duplicate the effects of extremes of ambient temperature on
helmet performance.

of bed so the brain can be removed without falling apart or getting
further damaged during the autopsy.

Helmets, though, can only do so much to protect the brain. His
examples: In a simple 6'-fall, much less than 300 G’s of acceleration
are generated, and this can be endured without permanent brain
injury. However, beyond that—or with rotational trauma in addition
to impact—brain damage will result. For those who would protest
helmet laws by wearing a novelty “beanie” helmet, without an EPS
liner, consider that a head so encased experiences 700–800 G’s
from a drop of only 18"! But, he says, “you can have the $15,000 hel-
met of the century and still get a very severe whack that produces
critical rotational acceleration.” All of the major injuries to the hel-
meted head, he says, are due to rotation—and not to the spine as
many may think, but to the brain inside the skull. 

Such rotational injuries are caused by inertial forces rather than
direct contact. Linear acceleration cou-
pled with the head rotating from the
impact causes the brain, and even dif-
ferent parts of the brain, to move at dif-
ferent speeds compared to itself and to
the skull. As a result, where the helmet
is hit and where the brain is injured
aren’t necessarily the same—the brain
can be injured anywhere. But remem-
ber that these are very severe impacts,
and fortunately very rare.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE BRAIN IS
INJURED?

In some of these rotational injuries,
the brain shifts inside the skull and
slides along the surface. However, the
inside of the skull isn’t as smooth as the
outside—and particularly not at the
base and the sides. As the brain scrapes
itself on these bony bumps, contusions
and lacerations on the surface of the
brain, or “surface strain injuries” as they
are known, occur. But the brain might
also move at a different speed than the
thin covering over it and that can cause
blood vessels to snap and bleeding to
occur between the brain covering and
the skull—a “subdural hemorrhage.”
“Those are dangerous,” Hurt says,
“because the blood keeps on coming
and displaces the brain. The brain has
no place to go except to bug out your
eyes or push the brain down through
the big hole at the base of the skull (or
foramen magnum). These kinds of injuries can be treated if the rider
gets to a hospital quickly enough. “If you’re going to have an acci-
dent, have it next to the hospital,” he says. “If you have it out there
in the boondocks and you’re counting on a county’s rescue appara-
tus and some little Podunk hospital…too bad for you. Even in L.A.,
you’ve gotta crash in the right place or you’re in trouble. If you crash
up on Glendora Mountain Road, you might as well jump off the edge
of the road and save the trauma team the trouble.”

Other brain injuries caused by rotation are called “deep strain
injuries” and those he said are “really dangerous.” But then he
thought for a moment and added, “well, they all are.” He described
deep strain as the same effect one gets from stirring a cup of coffee:
as you’re stirring, most of the differential velocity is on the outside
but, when you take the spoon out, a “free” vortex forms in the cen-
ter. The same thing happens with the brain because of its semi-liq-

uid form, and that vortex force can cause all the links within the
brain, axions, and even minor blood vessels to shear apart. “Some-
times these injuries are so small you can’t even see them even on
MRIs. But, when that injury happens, it’s like a busted wire filament
in a lightbulb—nothing will ever come back.”

And that’s why riders should wear helmets, he believes. Even a
“helmet you buy at K-Mart” must meet DOT standards, which were
specifically designed to prevent or minimize these horrible injuries
to the “warm Jello.” For instance, the DOT flat-anvil drop test is 6
ft., and this corresponds to the 90th percentile accident impact.

SNELL VS. DOT
Hurt insists that there is no reason why the vaunted Snell certifi-

cation should be preferred by motorcyclists over the more common
DOT certification, although Snell uses more severe test impacts.

The Snell criteria, he says, “have never
been based upon any rational evalua-
tion of accident events…there are com-
pletely artificial, unsubstantiated
elements in their [Snell] standards.” It
costs more to do the Snell tests and
more for the Snell stickers, but the tests
aren’t any better. Neither are the sev-
eral different standards used in other
countries.

Instead, he says, DOT standards,
although they are old, “have the right
stuff. We know their drop heights cor-
respond to the 90th percentile of acci-
dent impacts. They can be enforced
very strictly and the results of testing
are repeatable.” Currently, there’s an
evaluation of DOT standards going on
in terms of a “very extensive, cost-ben-
efit analysis,” which is what the law
requires before any federal standards
are changed. So, in the future, they may
change and, for instance, allow the
inclusion of measures for modular hel-
mets. “If a helmet can pass DOT stan-
dards,” he says, “it can pass any set of
standards anywhere in the world.”
That’s good news in our view.

GETTING THE DROP ON HELMETS
But how are helmets actually tested?

Hurt gladly led MCN’s staff on a pri-
vate tour so we could see for ourselves.
The testing area is one long, large room
with several arcane pieces of equip-

ment. Christopher Swanson (the laboratory manager and a Ph.D can-
didate in Biomedical engineering at USC) and Hurt explained how
each test was performed. In the first place, helmets are tested at real-
world temperatures including those found in places like Alaska in the
winter and Arizona in the summer. They do that by literally freezing
or baking the helmets in an oven prior to testing. They also soak
other helmets so they are as wet as they would be from the worst
downpour. Helmets must pass all three conditions—hot, cold and
wet—in all sizes in a variety of tests for a total of 32 impacts. Whole
racks of identical looking helmets awaited destruction.

The drop tests are performed on the “monorail,” which the DOT
requires as the standard test apparatus. In it, a head form weighing
11–13 pounds for an adult or 7.5 pounds for a child is fitted inside
the helmet and attached to the machine. Then it’s dropped from a 6'-
height. This allows all the energy to be focused in a specific area of

HPRL Laboratory manager
Christopher Swanson demon-

strates the headform used inside
a helmet with the European-
standard “bouncing” impact
machine in the background.
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